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The men's class at Patuxent have been doing
amazing work.
 
Trust me! I wish that you could see it, but
due to restrictions the work must stay behind
the walls of the institution.
 
Believe me when I say that I am blown away
every week at the work being produced.
 
We have been having conversations about
identity and how to use our voice to tell the
world who we are through art. I found that
sometimes the "inmates" can get caught up
on what people think about them in
comparison to how they perceived
themselves.  When we journaled about our
own identities words like artist, talented,
father, intelligent, and fun came up.
 
We have been working on self portraits
focusing on proportions and shading
resulting in amazing new creations. The
students were provided with examples of
how to show identity through art by
reviewing the works of Frida Kahlo. Thanks
to our visiting artists Monica, Ikegwu, Jerrell
Gibbs, and Kaliq Crosby, we are on our way
to making masterpieces. They were able to 
 share their portraiture and expertise with
the class as well.
 
Although a lot of the skills learned may be
new to some of the student artists, they are
really enjoying this project,  putting what
they have learned to use  and showing their
personal touch and creative visions.
 
-Nikia Kigler
ART Inside/Out, Founder & CEO

During the last 3 months ART Inside/Out

has been focusing on the therapeutic

aspects of the program, by redesigning

the lessons and the class structure. We

want to make sure that we are creating a

true holistic art environment.

 

Within this new structure we have built in

a guaranteed 20 to 30 minutes of

wellness time. During this time we have

practiced doing art mediation by starring

at artwork while clearing our minds,

we've learned about aromatherapy by

using scented candle wax & fresh roses,

and done extensive talks about color

therapy. We even had a yoga instructor

teach us breathing techniques to calm

the noises in our head, reduce anger, and

how to help us warm our bodies with

quick yoga poses!

 

ART Inside/Out's goal is to provide a

space where our students can learn how

to use art and other methods to get away

from some of the stressors that they face

while incarcerated.

 

The changes have had positive feedback

thus far and there's more to come!

ART + WELNESS
IN THE INSTITUTION
HOW TO USE ART TO HEAL?

U S I N G  A R T  T O
E X P L O R E  P E R S O N A L
I D E N T I T Y  
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ART Inside/Out is so important to the
women and men who show up every week
ready to learn. Some days the prison is on
lockdown and the classes are cancelled.
When we are able to resume lessons,
each person, students and teacher are
excited to be reunited. 
 

Consistency is important to the student
artists who are a part of ART Inside/Out's
program, however disappointments are
not new to them. After many months of
trying to create a beautiful mural in the
prison hallways and attempts to have a
public art show, we have come to the end
of our 6 months program without
receiving the required approvals. The
students are still hopeful that other
opportunities will present themselves.
Until then, ART Inside/Out will provide a
consistent welcoming place to create
when other hopes and desires may not
have come to fruition.
 

 

In the classroom, each person is provided
with the freedom to navigate a space made

for them with their best interests in mind.
Freedom is all that is thought about. Art

Inside/Out allows students to take control of
their art leaving room for freedom of

expression which is important since decisions
are made for them on a daily basis. This is an

opportunity that is not taken for granted.
 

Throughout all of the plans not going the
way that we would  have hoped, the

students continue to show up, even when the
looks on their faces sometimes show that the

optimism is starting to fade. When
encouraging words are spoken to those

hesitant to participate in the class, the mood
shifts a little.

 
This is why art in the institution can be a

simple tool that all prisons can use to
promote a better environment for both the

staff and the inmates. Art can build
camaraderie, peer support, confidence, self

worth, encourage anger and emotional
management resulting in better behaviors. It
teaches better communication skills and this
list doesn't include the educational benefits.

 

We have a small community of artists
that built a bond amongst themselves,

but this infectious energy does not stop at
the classroom door. Their talents spread

throughout the prisons and beyond the
walls when they interact with the rest of

the prison population, officers, family,
and friends by creating commissioned

drawings, cards by hand, cartoons, and
illustrated children's books.

 

It is a beautiful thing when officers ask to
have an exhibition of the artwork created
during the classes or a mural to be put in

a public space so that the rest of the
prison population can enjoy the art as

well. 
 

 

 

ART Inside/Out
THE TRUTH ABOUT ART IN THE
INSTITUTION



Providing the inmates with a bit of inspiration and knowledge on how

to be better artists was a humbling experience. They were excited to

hear about my experiences as a mural artist and interested in taking

the steps necessary to create their own murals for the community.

This opportunity made me appreciate my freedom and ability to

control my life with my talents.

 

- Kaliq Crosby

A special thanks
to our ART Inside/Out

supporter!
CHRIS WILSON

THANK YOU!

 

It means a lot to have our

ART Inside/Out students read your

book. "The Master Plan" will continue

to transform the lives of those who

follow in your footsteps.

You are a great example of what a lot

of hard work, planning, and

dedication can do. It's also dope that

you're a fellow artist. Individuals like

you give ART Inside/Out participants

hope after prison.

 

Much Love from us all.

http://nikiakigler.wixsite.com/artinsideout

THANK YOU
TO OUR

WONDERUL
GUESTS

Thank you to our volunteer guest

speakers & artists who have committed

time out of their day to visit

ART Inside/Out's class at the

Patuxent Institution.

 

Monica Ikegwu

Ibrahim Auguste

Kaliq Crosby

 

If interested in visiting a class please

visit our website below.


